Jos Joosen (EN + NL) - 1st International Marseille 10.343 old birds
mardi 20 juillet 2010

English version: JOOSEN JOS 1st INTERNATIONAL MARSEILLE 10 343 OLD PIGEONS Brecht:Marseille International Became a hard
flight. Released, after a being delayed a day, at 6:40 am none of the 10,343 participants could reach a speed higher than 1000 m /
m International winner Became known the long distance big player Jos Joosen from Brecht, Antwerp. His five - years old widower Reached
a speed of 992 998 m / M and with this he had beaten pigeons or Adam Gerard and Muriel (989 168 m / m) and Campinne Patrick (978
252 m / m) who took the other podium places.

Jos Joosen from Brecht ... does this player need an introduction? If you are
asking me he does not Because who does not now the name Joosen, does not
follow the national and international pigeon sport ...That's sure. A small
impression of his record: 1st international Perpignan 14.812 old pigeons
(2006), 1st National Bordeaux yearlings '09, 2nd National Perpignan, 2nd
National Dax, 2nd National Marseille, 3rd National Pau, 3rd National Bordeaux,
Marseille International 3rd, 3rd International Perpignan etc. ... Also this season
Jos was busy very well Because Earlier he won 2nd and 3rd Provincial Pau and
provincial Montauban.BONGA Jos has been busy with pigeons since '76. The
basis for his colony was formed by pigeons of his father and then we speak of

the races Huyskens-Van Riel and Van Rhijn-Ladybird. During the years they
successfully invested in pigeons or Vereecke Roger (Deerlijk), Chris Hebberecht
(Evergem), Luc Van Coppenolle (Ouwegem), Debaene Hubert (Beernem), Van
Ouwerkerk-Dekkers (Brasschaat), Van Mixture Lucien, Vandenabeele Gaby
(Dentergem ), Jac Van Der Road, Aelbrecht Marcel (Lebbeke), Desmet-Matthijs
(Nokere), Stefaan Meremans (Zottegem) and Jan Theelen (Buggenum). But the
ancestor is without a doubt "Bonga" (B85-6392475) who was coupled to
"Freckle hen" (race: Van Aerschot Francois - Putte Kapelen), a true top couple
was formed. Jos dares to say tat in 80% of the blood of his pigeons "Bonga"
flows. Also in the pedigree of the international winner of Marseille we could
read the name "Bonga" twice. WHO STARTS THE SEASON arrives TOO LATE TOO
LATE DURING THE SEASON Jos owns a very broad flying team and broad Means
87 widowers, 20 hens and some " Fathers ". With "fathers" we mean pigeons
who are bred late and do not have them or a basket as a yearling. Everything,
and This Means flying the whole team together with the 24 couple breeders, get
coupled end November. The old and the young pigeons raise first yearlings
raise a couple of youngs. The factthat the yearlings can raise a couple gets seen
as a first selection. They who can 't do this (eg too much loss of weight) get
out. Once when the youngs Became big everything got separated and on the
15th of March a second coupling followed. The widowers could wide for 5 days
and then go to play. Despite Jos That is a big distance player, all his pigeons
were flying in Quiévrain (120 km) the weekend of the 11th of April. Jos could
see from our face That we find this a very early season start, but he dribbled us
with the words: "You can not start the season too early. Normally they are
Quiévrain on the first weekend of April.People who start the season too late, or
at arriving too late during the season. "And then the treatment. Jos "keeping
everything as simple as possible, that's the message." No difficult medical
schemes, no special feeding schemes and the side products business is nothing
for Jos. Jos "I mix the sport mixes or Versele-Laga, Van Tilburg and
Natural. Whether this mix I feed twice a day during 15 minutes a full
basket. Axis for side products I give them electrolytes at homecoming and
sometimes a vitamin complex. Medically seen I check up the pigeons myself
and I treat them when it's needed. They train twice a day, daily. This happens at
5 am (even when it's still dark) and at 6pm. Looking at the training of the
pigeons you can check in what form they are. "THE MARSEILLE" Can you

believethat Firstly I was not planning on this ting basket widower, but Because
He trained so "remarkable" I basketted him. Big fond Often costs and feathers
Because this cock stands his man on all flights I was not afraid on losing
him. But who wants to win needs to use his best pigeons and Because I knew he
had great condition I basketted him. Before he went to Marseille he completed
2x Dourdan, Bourges, Montelimar and Orange. He won a prize on all flights or
thesis. "" I do not work with motivation. Only the last two long distance flights
they get to see Their them, so before the basket tion or Marseile the winner got
to see his them for 3 minutes. "" From Marseille he arrived together with a
strange young. Both of them fell on the roof of the loft and Immediately he
started hunting behind That young. I had to take a flag to scare the young. It
flew up and went to sit on the roof of my home. My Marseille flyer flew up too
and made a big tour around the loft and then he ducked in direction of the loft
entrance. "It was 9 minutes and after 22 hours without knowing it Jos clocked
his second international win in four years. . Performances That can only be set
by the bests in the pigeon sport Dutch version:
Brecht: Marseille international was a tough flight. Discharged after a day's delay, to 6.40u could no a speed higher than 1000 m / m
shaking the 10,343 participants from the wings. International winner was known long distance player Jos Joosen from Antwerp
Brecht. His five-year old widower reached a speed of 992 998 m / m and thus he knocks the pigeons of Adam Gerard and Muriel (989
168 m / m) and Campinne Patrick (978 252 m / m) that the remaining podium places account for.
Jos Joosen from Brecht ... this lover need an introduction? If you ask me for who does not know the name Joosen, not ... follow the
international and national pigeon sport that's for sure. A small impression of his list: 1st international Perpignan 14.812 old pigeons
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BONGA
Jos since '76 plenty busy with the pigeons. The basis of his colony was initially formed with pigeons from his father and then we talk
about the varieties Huyskens-Van Riel and Van Rhijn-Ladybird. Over the years, there, especially through exchange and breeding
together, successfully invested in pigeons Vereecke Roger (Deerlijk), Chris Hebberecht (Evergem), Luc Van Coppenolle (Ouwegem),
Debaene Hubert (Beernem), Van Ouwerkerk-Dekkers (Brasschaat), Mixture Of Lucien, Gaby Vandenabeele (Dentergem), Jac Van Der Road,
Aelbrecht Marcel (Lebbeke), Desmet-Matthijs (Nokere), Stefaan Meremans (Zottegem) and Jan Theelen (Buggenum).
But the father is without any doubt "Bonga" (B85-6392475) linked to the "Freckle hen" (breed: Van Aerschot Francois - Putte Kapelen)
which was a top torque. Jos dare even say that in 80% of his pigeon's blood "Bonga" interwoven. In the pedigree of the international
winner of Marseille we could read twice named "Bonga" in the pedigree.

WHO LET THE SEASON TO START IN THE SEASON COMES TOO LATE
Jos has a very large and spacious racing team means 87 widowers, 20 hens and some "priests". With "fathers" is meant pigeons bred very
late and have to do. As a yearling hen or without bucket
Everything, and that is the entire racing team together with the 24 growers torque, coupled late November.The old birds bring one young
yearlings and a couple of youngsters. The fact that the yearlings a couple of youngsters to raise as regards the first selection. Those who
can not handle (eg excess weight loss) will already grim. Once the boy was big all separated and followed a 2nd link. March 15 The
widowers were 5 days of incubation and then the game was on the wagon. Despite a long distance Jos player were all racers during the

weekend of April 11 in Quiévrain (120km). Jos looked at our faces that we have a very early start to the season found this for a long
distance, but he dribbled us with the words: "You can not start early enough in the season.Normally they are even the first weekend of
April in Quiévrain. Devotees late start to the season, come during the season usually too late! "
And then the care. "Keep everything as simple as possible, that is the message." Jos No complicated medical supervision schedules, no
specially developed diet plans and products trade will not be rich in Jos. Jos "I mix the sports mixtures of Versele-Laga, Van Tilburg and
Natural. From this mix I feed twice daily for a quarter full house. In terms of products I give in return electrolytes and occasionally a
vitamin complex. Medically, I research my pigeons and I treat myself when I need eight.
Every day there twice and trained at 5am this morning (even if it is a bit dark) and at 18h. On training the pigeons one recognizes the
best multiforme. "
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DE MARSEILLE
"Can you believe that at first I was not going to baskets, the widower but because he is so" striking "trained I put him on basketing day
still in the basket. Long distance sometimes takes this cock feathers and because all flights are male is, I fear to lose. These guys But
who wants to win the good will and because he showed his brilliant condition, he putted. Before he went to Marseille he worked 2 x
Dourdan, Bourges, Montelimar and Orange off. On all these flights he won the prize. "
"From motivation I do not work. Only the last two distance races they get to see their hens so before basketing of Marseille got the
winner three minutes later his hen in his woonbak. "
"From Marseilles he came along with a strange young home. Both fell on the roof of the loft and began immediately behind that young to
hunt. I had to take that young to chase a flag. It flew up and sat down on the roof of my house. Marseille also flew my kite just made a
grand tour around the loft and then dived towards small landing board. "
It was nine minutes after 22h and without realizing it right Jos clocked his second international victory in four years! Performance solely
by the best in the sport can be achieved.
1st International Marseille

